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Feeding Street Dogs amid COVID-19 Lockdown
 
With the issue of prohibitory order "िनषेधा�ा" in most parts of the country again from 29 April in

Nepal, a situation has arisen where the stray dogs in particular enter into other territories searching

for food and display aggressive behavior towards humans in search of food. With people being at

home, animals are left with no option and are helpless. These innocent animals are becoming

emancipated and weaker ones are dying due to hunger. It can create another roadblock for humans if

they are not fed. Therefore, with the start of the lockdown, we have resumed our feeding campaign.

We have been feeding more than 500 dogs in different places of Kathmandu and Lalitpur daily.

Donate us for Street Animal Feeding

https://mailchi.mp/16a0dc472342/april-newsletter-from-snehas-care?e=[UNIQID]
https://www.snehacare.org/donate


We have been carrying out field treatments for injured animals since the very beginning of the

organization. In this month of April, we treated 207 street dogs in Lalitpur and Kathmandu. From the

field, 19 critically injured animals were brought to the shelter where they are cared for, looked after

until the animals recovered, and released to the area where they are rescued. However, if the

environment of the areas the animals are rescued from doesn't seem healthy for the animals, they

are kept in the shelter so that the animals can have a better life until they can be adopted. Apart

from the field treatments, we have been carrying out daily treatments and feeding for over 170 dogs,

30 cows, 9 pigs, and 7 goats on a daily basis placed at the shelter after the rescue.

VEGAN CHEF CERTIFICATION TRAINING

Donate us to treat more animals in need

https://www.snehacare.org/donate


Sneha's Care in coordination with World Vegan Association Nepal and Utpala Cafe organized a five-
day vegan chef training in Kathmandu from 5 April 2021 in Utpala Café, Boudha The training was
organized to promote vegan dishes and to create vegan food options for vegans in different
restaurants of Kathmandu. The training aims at ensuring that meat and milk and their products are
not used during the preparation of dishes. Altogether 30 chefs from 15 different restaurants from
the Kathmandu Valley participated in the training.
 

   

We organized a Humane and vegan education program for the students of grades 11 and 12 in two
colleges; Ideal Model School and Somang School of Lalitpur this month. The main objective of the
program was aware the students about animal rights, animal welfare and to promote a cruelty-free
society. We briefed the students about veganism and its relevance in today's world. We have been
conducting regular classes for school and college-going students for a long time in an effort to
produce compassionate citizens of the world who will show love and empathy towards not only humans
but also animals.



    
 
The way out of the overgrowing population of strays is the sterilization  of street
dogs. Sterilization mainly involves spaying of females and castration of male dogs so that they
do not reproduce.  After sterilization, the dogs do not reproduce and hence their population
becomes stable. This month we were able to sterilize 15 dogs of the Lalitpur area.

Our BAN LIVE ANIMALS TRANSPORTATION Campaign activities are in full swing. This
month, we conducted 06 investigations in two entry ports of Kathmandu Valley in coordination
with authorities. We confiscated 13 animals during those investigations and handed the culprit

to Nepal police for further investigation.
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Sneha's Care is a  non-profit animal welfare organization, based in Lalitpur, Nepal. 

 

We take action to STOP  the animals from suffering.

info@snehacare.com 
Phone no: +977-9808645023 
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